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ADF Navigation 

And Additional Information on DME 
Daniel Sull ivan December 10, 2014 

ADF and Radio Magnetic Indicators 
An ADF display is simply a needle mounted on a compass card, where the needle points to the navigation aid.  Two types 

of ADF indicators are used.  For one type the compass card is fixed (cannot be rotated) and one that is rotatable (does 

not rotate when the aircraft turns but can be rotated manually) like that in 

the Cessna 172, shown here.  The needle points to the non-directional 

beacon (NDB) station and shows us that this is 74° to our right.  This is not 

showing us that the magnetic heading to the NDB is 74° but rather that the 

angle to the NDB relative to our aircraft is 74°.   

In this example if the compass in the C172 were shown you would see your 

heading is 126° - so the heading to the NDB would be 126° plus 74° = 200°  

And, in this case that ‘heading to’ the NDB is the magnetic bearing of the 

NDB.  The magnetic direction TO an NDB is termed the ‘bearing’.  Contrast 

the VOR radial which is the magnetic direction FROM the VOR station. 

A radio magnetic indicator (RMI) includes a magnetic heading indicator (usually a gyro-compass) and an indicator that 

points to a navigation facility.  Single and dual needle versions exist. 

This is the ADF from the Baron 58.  It is actually a combination of 

two instruments plus a gyro compass – so the ADF is part of a radio 

magnetic indicator (RMI).   In this case the second needle is for 

VOR2, although some dual needle RMIs may display two ADF 

bearings or may be switchable to be either ADF or VOR indicators 

(as in the DC-3). 

 

Compass heading indicator  

 

ADF indicator, solid needle (as shown in the legend at the 

lower left portion of the instrument) 

 

VOR2 indicator, double needle (as shown in the legend at the lower right portion of the instrument) 

Here the ADF needle shows that the NDB is 74° to our right (200° minus 126°) but gives us a direct indication that the 

NDB is at a bearing of 200°.  

As with any navigation aid, always verify that the correct station is being received by checking the identification signal 

(Morse code signal) for the ADF or VOR. 
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Note the position of the ADF and VOR needles on the RMI at the left.  It 

appears that the ADF is 90° to the right of our course of flight and we are 

on the 360° radial from some VOR (the double needle pointing towards 

the VOR, a VOR radial being the direction FROM a VOR as indicated by the 

tail of the double needle). 

Neither is correct.  For this RMI, both needles are in their ‘off’ position.  A 

check of the identification signals would show both to be silent. 

 

 

The ADF indicator in the Cessna 172, like the ADF indicator of the RMI in 

the Baron 58 above, has the needle horizontal when there is no signal 

 

 

 

 

 

The ‘off’ position for both ADF1/VOR1 (depending on the ADF/NAV 

switch position) and ADF2/VOR2 in the DC-3 RMI (radio compass) is 

horizontal. 

 

 

KEY POINT – The Needle Points TO the Navigation Aid 
An ADF needle, whether on an RMI or standard ADF display, always points TO the NDB.  An RMI needle tuned to a VOR 

will point TO that VOR.  The radial of a VOR is defined as the direction FROM the VOR.  For both VOR and ADF navigation 

there are times where it is necessary to fly in a specific direction FROM the station so be aware that the head of the 

needle always points TO the station. 

KEY POINT – Verify Reception 
Always verify that a signal is being received and that it is being received from the correct station – check the Morse code 

identification signal. 

KEY POINT – Know the ‘Off’ Position 
Each RMI has its own specific ‘off’ position.  Understand what this is for the particular aircraft you are flying.
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Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) 
 

DME provides the distance from a DME station (usually associated with a VOR station but sometimes 

associated with an ADF).  The DME radio in your aircraft sends a signal to the station.  The station replies 

with a pair of pulses (after a 50 µsec delay) and the DME in your aircraft receives this and ‘does the 

math’.  Like any other navigation aid DME sends an identification signal.  If the DME is associated with a 

VOR the ID is the same as that of the VOR but the pitch is noticeably higher.  It is possible that the NAV 

radio can be receiving the correct VOR frequency but the DME may have ‘locked on’ to a different DME 

station of the same frequency so both should be checked to verify the ID. 

Different aircraft have different displays –  

The familiar Bendix King 

display at left.  Note that you 

can select radio 1 (R1) or 

radio 2 (R2) as the DME 

source. 

The Baron 58 also has a second display on the instrument panel (below 

the vertical speed indicator) where either R1 or R2 (identified as NAV1 

and NAV2) can be selected as the source.  In addition to ground speed it 

also gives time (in minutes) to the station. 

 

The observant reader will note that the groundspeed shown in the two 

figures above seems very low for a Baron 58.  Actual groundspeed when 

this was captured was about 115 knots.    

 

At the right groundspeed is shown as 2 knots!  Actual groundspeed was 

156 knots.   

The reason:  Ground speed time to station is only accurate if you are flying directly TO or FROM a DME 

station.  Ground speed will be zero if you are exactly perpendicular to the station, and something in 

between for angles between perpendicular (90°) to the station and 0° (flying TO or FROM on one 

specific radial). 

KEY POINT – Verify Reception 
Always verify that a signal is being received and that it is being received from the correct station – check 

the Morse code identification signal.  For DME shared with a VOR the ID will be the same but will be at a 

higher pitch than that for the VOR.  The DME and VOR signals could be from different stations! 

KEY POINT – Ground Speed 
Ground speed and time to station are only accurate if you are flying directly to or from a DME station.
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Navigating by ADF 
 

Brief Description of the Non-Directional Beacon (NDB) System 
The automatic direction finder (ADF) is an instrument that automatically determines the bearing to an 

available transmitting station within range.  Aerial ADF navigation uses specific non-directional beacon 

(NDB) facilities maintained to FAA standards although an ADF can tune into standard AM band radio 

broadcasts (and will point in the direction of the transmitter antenna) - handy for catching the ball game 

or the news.  Contrast ADF to direction finding (DF) equipment that involved a lot of manual tuning to 

find the correct bearing.  Not something you want to have to deal with in an aircraft. 

Much of the ADF navigation today is limited to NDB approaches and other near-facility uses.  NDBs have 

little use for cross-country navigation but there are still some high power stations in the western US and 

Alaska.   Here the discussion will focus on establishing yourself on and flying along a specific bearing (the 

correct term when referring to the direction TO an NDB; radial is the term for the direction FROM a 

VOR).  But for completeness sake: 

To fly by ADF to an NDB, fly in the direction the needle is pointing.  Keep the track of the aircraft 

(heading + wind correction) such that the needle points straight up at all times.  Simple as that.  When 

you reach the station the needle will swing 180 degrees and point in the opposite direction – straight 

down at that point.   

If you want to fly using ADF FROM an NDB things get more complicated.  Now the compass and wind 

correction gets involved.  Likewise if you want to fly TO an NDB on a specific bearing you must combine 

compass heading and wind correction to maintain the correct bearing. 

For the purposes of this discussion we will assume that wind is not a factor. 

NDB stations are designated on aeronautical maps by a circle made up of many dots – 

Magenta dots for sectionals, like this one west 

northwest of Midland International (KMAF), the Farly 

(MA) NDB.  Many NDBs are not displayed on low altitude (IFR) 

navigation charts and few if any on high altitude charts, but if present 

are represented by the circle of dots although the color will be 

different (usually green). 

The information for the NDB is contained in a box adjacent to the 

dotted-circle symbol and includes the name, the frequency (in KHz) the 

identifier (usually three letters, here only two and sometimes, although 

rare, a combination of letters and numbers).   

As stated earlier many of the NDBs still in use are intended for local area navigation only and as such are 

generally only received if you are within about 35 miles of the station. 
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Intercepting a Bearing 
 

For this explanation we will use as an example a flight from Griffin Memorial (M24) to Hester-Nobel 

(KLUL).  Tuning the ADF receiver to the Tallahala (THJ, 346.0 KHz) NDB you see that the bearing to the 

NDB is 005° or about 35° to the right of our current course. 

 

The RMI in the Baron 58 shows the ADF needle pointing to 

005° while our heading is 330°.  Since this is an RMI-type 

display we see the bearing to the NDB directly, but know it is 

35° to the right since we are currently heading 330°. 

 

 

 

In the Cessna 172, with the ADF card unchanged (top of the card 

set to due north) the ADF needle points to the NDB at a 

direction 35° to the right of our current position. 

Looking at the gyro compass we 

can see our heading is 330°.  So, 

the heading to the NDB is 005°, 

35° to the right of 330°. 

 

Remember that, like VOR indicators, the ADF indicator direction is 

independent of the direction of flight.  No matter what direction you 

are headed the ADF will point to the NDB station.  So if you were in the 

same location but happened to be -  

 

Heading 230° the ADF still shows 

the station at a bearing of 005°. 

 

Likewise, heading 060° the ADF still 

points to the station at a bearing of 

005°. 
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We will eventually want to intercept the 315° bearing to THJ (the reason for intercepting and flying on 

this specific bearing will become a bit more clear later and very clear in the Non-Precision Approach 

document).  For now, the fundamental principle to understand is which way to turn to intercept the 

desired bearing. 

First turn to head to the NDB THJ.  Right now we are on 

the 005° but we want to be on the 315° bearing to THJ.  

There are different ways to understand what to do to get 

there – and will leave the reader to explore these on their 

own – but the one that works best for me is the “Pull the 

Tail” of the needle concept.  So imagine your aircraft is 

hooked to the tail of the needle, like the red airplane 

shown here. 

If we want to “pull the tail” of the needle so that the needle (eventually) points to a bearing of 315° we 

will need to turn our aircraft to the right – pulling the tail to the right which will cause the head of the 

needle to move to the left.  (Yes, there is the “push the head” of the needle method that is essentially 

the same but I like the “pull the tail” version). 

 

So, turning our aircraft to the right we will expect that the 

head of the ADF needle will begin to move to the left 

 

 

For the Cessna 172 the ADF – needle now pointing straight 

up because here we are still flying directly to the NDB – looks a bit different but the principle is the 

same.  You want to end up on the 315° bearing so you “pull the tail” of the needle to the right to get the 

head pointing to the left and eventually intercept the desired bearing. 

Here our actual heading is 005° so the ADF in the C172 looks a 

lot like the RMI ADF display in the Baron 58 – purely 

coincidence.  To illustrate a technique that some pilots use I am 

first going to turn the 

aircraft to a heading 

of 030°.  Now the ADF 

display looks like the 

one on the right – the 

reference compass 

card still pointing due north with the needle pointing directly 

to the NDB station a little less than 30° to our left.   
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Some pilots will now rotate the reference card so that the 

heading at the top is the same as the heading of the aircraft – 

so we look at our gyro compass and see our heading is 030° 

and rotate the HDG knob on the ADF so that our reference 

card also has 030° at the top. 

Our ADF now looks like the one shown at the left – and you 

can see that having turned right to a heading of 030° we are 

“pulling the tail” of the ADF needle with the aircraft heading 

030° (which is straight up since the heading we are on is set at 

the top of the ADF display) but offset from the ADF needle 

direction in such a way as to appear to ‘pull the tail’ such that the needle will rotate to the left.  Rotating 

the reference card is not necessary but some do prefer to do this, at least in certain circumstances. 

How much you turn to ‘pull the tail’ depends on how far away from the NDB station you are and how 

quickly you want to get to the target bearing.  The maximum rate of change of bearing will be achieved 

by keeping the direction of flight at a 90° angle to the needle.  But, this is not very efficient since doing 

so means you are not moving any closer to the station (and in general that is why you are doing this – to 

get to the NDB station, albeit on a specific bearing.   

There is no “magic number” for what your angle of turn should be.  Somewhere there is a balance 

between the shortest distance to your destination and having enough time to establish yourself on the 

proper bearing.  Yes, you could fly directly to the NDB then in the last mile try to move over to the 

desired bearing but unless you are very skilled at flying by ADF that will likely not work out well.  

Because crossing between bearings happens faster when you are close to the NDB station (just like with 

a VOR, with exactly the same rate of change – so if needed review that part of VOR Navigation in FSX) 

what we can do is shoot for a point that is a few miles away from the NDB station (and on the correct 

side of the station) that gives us time make our final corrections without dramatic changes in direction.  

In this case we know we want to fly to the right – ‘pull the tail’ to the right.  This will put us somewhere 

to the right of the station.  Now some help with “but, how much of a turn to the right?”. 

How far away you are from the NDB when you make your final turn to intercept the desired bearing also 

depends on the aircraft you are flying.  If you’re in a Cessna 172 a few miles away will likely be more 

than enough.  If you’re in a Learjet 45 you may want to shoot for something like ten miles away. 

One rule of thumb to consider using (and this works for everything – changing your ‘direct to’ heading so 

that you are at an appropriate distance to intercept an ILS, turning to intercept a VOR radial or just 

moving yourself over a certain amount from an identified reference point) –  

For each 6° of angle to the direct course you will move 10% of the current distance to the reference 

point, in the direction that you turn.  So, if you are heading directly to a specific point 40 NM away at a 

heading of 035° and you want to be somewhere to the right then 6° right of your current course – a turn 

to a heading of 041° - will put you 4 NM to the right (10% of or 0.1 x 40 NM) of the reference point.  

Turning 12° to the right will put you at twice that distance to the right – 8 NM.  Likewise if you turned to 
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the left heading 029° (6° left of your original course) you will end up 4 NM left of the reference point.  

Turning 12° to the left (heading 023°) will put you 8 NM to the left of the reference point. 

This holds well for angles up to 30°.  And, for an angle of 30° from the reference point you will move half 

the (direct) distance from your current reference point right or left (depending on which way you turn) 

of that point.   

Knowing how far you are from a particular point requires you to understand how to read an aviation 

chart.  That subject will be left for another day.  Suffice it to say that the FAA will not issue a pilot’s 

license to anyone who can only figure out where they are if the look at the GPS.   

But, knowing we are currently about 25 NM from KLUL and knowing we want to be somewhere to the 

right of the Tallahala (THJ) NDB adjacent to KLUL we need to turn from our current course of 005°  

(which is directly to THJ) right to something that will put us in our Baron 58 somewhere around 5 NM to 

the right of THJ.  If we turn 6° we will move right  1/10th the direct distance to THJ or 2.5 NM.  If we 

double that we will move 5 NM to the right, which seems to work well.  Although we have said that we 

will not consider correction for winds do keep in mind that in reality you do have to adjust accordingly.  

A quick calculation on your E6B computer will work, but a bit of intuition can go a long way.  Since we 

are heading just east of north and there is an 8 knot wind from the southeast that wants to move us to 

the left, instead of a heading of 017° (005° plus the 12° turn to the right to 

put us about 5 miles to the right of THJ with no wind) I will choose a 

heading of 020°.  Had the wind been from the west, causing me to move 

more to the right than with no wind, I would have picked a heading of 

015°.  This gives both a little bit of 

adjustment for winds and puts us 

on a nice even-number heading. 

So we have flown about 15 NM 

from the point where we turned 

to a heading of 020° and the ADF 

needle has moved left to show 

that the we are on (or, more 

correctly crossing) the station’s 

350°bearing.  We have ‘pulled the tail’ of the ADF needle to the right and 

have moved across the NDB bearing field moving the head of the needle 

left.  Note the yellow line projecting from THJ in the figure at the right.  

This is the line bearing 315° to THJ and starts 5 NM away from THJ.  You 

can see we are going to be pretty close to our target point – just a bit 

beyond the 5 NM we were shooting for.  But, because making final 

adjustments after intercepting the target bearing is easier the farther out 

you are it is better to be a bit farther away from your intended point than 

to be too close in. 
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You could tweak your heading just a bit to shorten the total distance of flight.  So, we’ll do that just to 

demonstrate the point. 

We’ll turn to a heading of 015° - just a bit to the left of our original course.  Having gone a bit farther on 

this new heading we see that our ADF shows that we are 

now crossing the 320° bearing – getting close to our 

desired bearing of 315°.   

 

 

 

 

 

And looking at the map you can see that our small adjustment, 

while still putting us a bit beyond the 5 NM point did move us 

closer.  For the curious – we will end up about 5 ½ NM away from 

THJ on this course at the 315° bearing. 

Now we need to start making our turn to intercept the 315° 

bearing of THJ.  Otherwise we will overshoot the desired bearing 

and have to work our way back.  We are fairly close to THJ so the 

bearing will change relatively quickly.  So – watch the rate the ADF 

needle is turning and begin your turn accordingly.  In this case, had 

we continued just another 

15 seconds on the current 

course we would have 

crossed the 315° bearing of THJ.  So we’ll rewind back to the 

point where we are off the 300° bearing as shown at the right. 

 

Moving forward 15 

seconds we see we are 

now at the 305° bearing. Based on this you know that you will be 

at the target bearing of 315° in about 30 seconds.  A standard 

360° turn takes two minutes (look up standard turns if you do not 

know how to make one properly) so in 30 seconds (1/4 of 2 

minutes) at a standard turn rate we would have turned 90°.  You 

could wait another 15 seconds and make a standard turn or you 

can make a more leisurely turn starting now.  Watch the needle and adjust the rate of turn accordingly.  
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Anticipate when the ADF needle will hit the desired bearing by watching the rate that the needle moves 

towards that target.  Roll out and make any final adjustments once you are headed on (or at least close 

to) your desired bearing. 

Here we are about to roll out onto the 315° bearing of THJ.  

The needle appears to be exactly on 315° so we can expect 

(since we are still ‘pulling the tail’ a little bit – about a 5° 

angle to the right) that we may end up on the 314° or 313° 

bearing.  But not to worry, fine tune things once you are 

lined up. 

 

 

 

If we zoom in on the map we can see a few 

things.  First – the original line where we 

went just 15 seconds more and ended up 

on the 315° bearing and had not yet started 

our turn.  

Now note the line that shows our turn after 

we “rewound” – see that the initial part of 

the turn is fairly shallow with a bit of a 

steeper turn to finish the intercept.  Also 

note that there is just a bit of wiggle in the 

line right after the turn – the fine tuning to 

head precisely on the 315° bearing of THJ. 

And – you can see by the dotted blue line 

that we are headed just a tiny bit to the 

right of Rwy 31 at KLUL, and straight for the 

NDB THJ.  Looks like we are about to make 

an NDB approach to Rwy 31 at KLUL – but 

we are not. 

Not that you could not use this to get you to to Rwy 31 since you are not much more than the width of 

the runway to the right but that is not a published approach. 

Continue past the airfield to the NDB, making small corrections as we go – be careful to use only very 

small heading changes.  Close to the NDB things happen fast so small heading changes still can result in 

fairly rapid (and, subsequently, large) changes in bearing. 
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And, like a VOR the NDB has a ‘cone of confusion’.  When you enter the cone the needle will begin to 

swing.  There may be a temptation to follow it – do not be tempted.  Wait until the needle has settled 

after passing the station.  Since the head of the ADF needle always points towards the NDB it will now 

be pointing (more or less) backwards. 

Overflying the NDB – the Outbound Phase 
 

Swinging rapidly, the needle will move to point backwards as you 

overfly the station.  Traveling just a little bit farther the  needle 

moves back somewhere close (if 

you have maintained your 

heading well) to the opposite 

bearing (remember – NDB 

references are based on the 

bearing TO the NDB).  Note 

here that the tail of the ADF needle is now close to the original 

(inbound) 315° bearing – showing you the reciprocal of the (now 

desired) 135° bearing.  But, the ‘pull the tail’ rule still holds, only this 

time the tail is at the top and so to nudge the tail over to exactly 315° 

you need to move to the right – ‘pulling the tail’ to the right. 

Flying outbound from an NDB is done almost exclusively for an NDB approach.  In most cases you are 

required to remain within a limited distance of the NDB – 10 NM is one of the more common limits.  This 

means that even if you are not able to hold the bearing with great precision you will not have wandered 

far from the centerline of the outbound portion of the appraoch.  Generally you would start your 

procedure turn 5 NM out (maybe a bit sooner in a larger aircraft like the B737 or CRJ-700) so even if you 

are 5° one side or the other of the target bearing you are only about 0.4 NM away from the approach 

centerline at that point.  And, the FAA Instrument Rating Practical Standards allows a  +/-  10° deviation. 

It is inherently difficult to do an NDB approach with great precision (or, would that be ‘little non-

precision’?) which is likely one reason that pilots put NDB at the top of both the ‘most difficult’ and 

‘least favorite’ approach lists. 
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Re-Visiting the ADF in the Cessna 172 
 

Because the Baron has an RMI-type ADF things make sense pretty much the entire way.  But if you are in 

the Cessna 172 the ADF is a bit more difficult to interpret since you have to mentally combine the ADF 

and the gyro compass to get things right. 

Inbound, heading 020° where it looks like we are nearing the point where we will need to start thinking 

about a turn to the left to intercept the 315° bearing inbound, the ADF – with rotating card still pointing 

north – looks like this: 

 

At a glance it seems we are getting very close to the 315° bearing 

but checking the gyro compass our heading is actually 020° as it 

was after the small adjustment in the description of the intercept 

course using the Baron 58 RMI-type ADF.  The tendency here 

might be to think “I need to turn soon”.   

 

Changing the HDG so that the 

reference compass card points in the current direction of flight helps 

resolve some of this confusion (remember to reset your gyro 

compass to ensure it is in agreement with the magnetic compass).  

Doing that now gives us an ADF that looks like this:   

It is now more apparent that is still a relatively good bit of distance 

to go until we need to turn to intercept the 315° bearing. 

 

Having flown forward on the 020° heading we see the ADF now 

points to 320° - and if your heading is truly 020° as set by the HDG 

card then you  are on (or, more correctly, crossing) the 320° 

bearing of THJ.  Now it’s time to start your turn. 

Again,  individual techniques 

vary but one way to make the 

turn and end up on the desired 

bearing (315°) is to turn the HDG reference to the target bearing and 

turn the aircraft watching both the ADF and gyro compass – if 

perfectly executed the ADF needle will be vertical when the gyro 

compass points to 315°. 
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Something like this – not perfect, 

but fairly close where small 

adjustments will get you on the 

intended bearing.   Keep the ADF 

needle vertical and the gyro 

compass pointing to 315°. 

 

 

 

 

Once we pass over the NDB the ADF looks like this (to illustrate a 

couple of things the HDG reference card has been set back to due 

north)  –  

And, to get back to course you do need to ‘pull the tail’ to the right.  

But at the same time you have to check your compass to ensure that 

once the needle is vertical again that you are actually flying on the 135° 

bearing (reciprocal of the inbound 315° bearing and therefore a 

compass heading of 315°).  However, you might instinctively think to 

move yourself to the left – resulting in the needle being vertical (and 

therefore showing you were following along one specific bearing). 

But that bearing would be wrong –  

 

 

Needle very nicely in the vertical position as shown at the left. 

Compass pointing to 308° - 

showing you are actually on the 

128° bearing. 
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This is another case where rotating the HDG selector (or, as a continuation of what we did to turn 

inbound, keeping it at 315°) can help.  It does not fix the problem since you can still end up on the wrong 

bearing but it helps you to coordinate things between the gyro 

compass and the ADF.  Rotating the HDG so the tail of the needle 

is on the original inbound bearing of 315° you can see that you 

need to ‘pull the tail to the right’ to align it properly and with the 

HDG set you have a quick reminder that your gyro compass 

should match the HDG reference on the ADF. 

And – to bring up the subject of winds (which for something that 

was not coming into consideration certainly has gotten its share 

of ‘air time’ – yes, pun intended) if you find the needle drifting to 

one side or another once your HDG and gyro compass have 

initially agreed then you can turn a bit to pull the tail back to vertical then turn back towards the original 

heading but not all the way back - keep a small crab angle to the desired heading and this will keep you 

very close to the correct bearing by correcting for wind drift. 

Other ADF Navigation Techniques 
 

Just a list – these are not covered here but additional information can be provided. 

Distance from an NDB 
Without the use of DME, there is a way to calculate the distance you are from an NDB.  It is the 

reciprocal of the ‘if you are 60 miles out each bearing (or, in the case of a VOR, each radial) integer 

degree is one mile. 

Holding at an NDB 
The same as any holding pattern except the fix is an NDB.  Holding patterns are a good thing to learn 

how to do.  Doing them well, especially using ADF is a challenge.  Some NDB approaches use a holding 

pattern in lieu of the procedure turn (HILPT) 

Triangulating Location using NDB 
See the VOR Navigation document, the section Triangulating Your Position.  Works the same as using 

two VORs.  You can use a VOR and an NDB or two NDBs if you can find two that are in range.  There are 

several NDBs around the Seattle area and north into British Columbia that would work.  You do not need 

dual ADFs but you will need to be quick to be accurate. 

 

 


